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CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) is to be broadcast on the following prestigious TV series.
-WHY DEMOCRACY series, an international television event jointly produced by
broadcasters such as BBC, TV2 ,ARTE, ZDF, YLE, etc. It will be aired simultaneously
in 25 countries with at least 150 million viewers in October 2007. (60 minute version)
http://www.whydemocracy.net
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(90 minute version) http://www.pbs.org/pov

PRESS/QUOTES
The sensation of the Berlin Film Festival. A grandiose introduction to the Japanese
mentality.
- Andreas Platthaus, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
(The most influential daily news paper in Germany)
A parody profiling the fascinating personality of its hero.
- Thomas Sotinel, Le Monde, France
Fascinating insight into the inner-workings of the Japanese political machine.
- Jason Buchanan, The New York Times (All Movie Guide)
First feature docu by Gotham-based filmmaker Kazuhiro Soda ("Freezing Sunlight") is
a wry, fly-on-the-wall look at local politics, Japanese style -- and in particular, the
mighty machine of the country's ruling Liberal Democratic Party. The result is an
insightful, ironic portrait of campaigning at street level.
– Derek Elley, Variety
Campaign is fascinating stuff, with Yamauchi trying to be all things to all people – but
it's also hilarious.
- Austin Chronicle
Director Kazuhiro, a schoolmate of Yamauchi, tells his story with much affection and
respect, and the access provided by his old chum provides a rare view of on-the-ground
Japanese politics.
- Sydney Film Festival
CAMPAIGN is the very best kind of 'Direct Cinema'.Despite its tragic protagonist, the
CAMPAIGN just may be the funniest film in the Forum (of Berlin Film Festival).
- Silvia Hallensleben, Der Tagesspiege, Germany
Rarely has a film achieved such an intimate view of the political process.
- Bert Rebhandl, Die Tageszeitung, Germany
CAMPAIGN, in 120 entertaining minutes, give us an effortless inside look at
'J-Democracy' (Japanese Democracy).
- Florian Güßgen, Stern Magazine, Germany

The lack of preparation was a blessing in disguise for this film. The camera is
relentlessly close to its subject--nothing is directed.
- Christoph Mayerl, Perlentaucher.de
CAMPAIGN is a crash course on Japanese politics.
- Christian Westheide, Festival Blog Berlinale 2007
Soda delivers a ingenious and intense portrait--not only of Japan's election campaign
process, but of its culture and society as well.
- Fabio Fusco, Cinema Zone, Italy
One of those rare treasures that is both frightening and funny at the same time.
- Lanacion.com
CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) is a behind the scenes look at a political campaign that is
uniquely Japanese, but also, somehow, UNIVERSAL. It's SMART, FUNNY and
SUSPENSEFUL-- part Lost in Translation and part The War Room.
- Marshall Curry, Oscar Nominated Director of STREET FIGHT
I learned more from your doc about Japan than all the Kurosawa films I've seen
combined.
- David B. Carren, Writer of STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION®
I can't tell you how much I enjoyed it. It is FUNNY and INSIGHTFUL and really
captures the senkyo (campaign) mood. Congratulations!
- Gerald Curtis, Author of ELECTION CAMPAIGNING JAPANESE STYLE
Burgess Professor of Political Science, Columbia University
In this film, a campaign for a single seat in the city council becomes a microcosm of
Japanese canvassing politics as whole. Following behind the scenes, the camera-amazingly--captures the essence of Japanese society, while maintaining a comfortable
distance--neither too close nor too far away. This "direct cinema" is especially
successful because its director, Kazuhiro Soda, who lives in the United States, examines
a quintessential Japanese organization, the Liberal Democratic Party, from the point of
view of an outsider. Indeed it is this that makes this movie so UNIQUE and NEW.
- Sato Makoto, Award Winning Director of LIVING ON THE RIVER AGANO

CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) allows us to look deep into the inner life of Japanese politics.
- Christoph Terhechte, Director of Forum, Berlin Film Festival
Director Kazuhiro Soda, an experienced doc lensman, follows Yamauchi's election to
the nail-biting conclusion. But Campaign is also wincingly hilarious, with the harried
candidate running around like a man on fire, addressing disinterested commuters and
even people sleeping in their homes with his omnipresent P.A. system.
- twitchfilm.net
Campaign is not a movie with a political discourse, but one where the director comes
closer to a portrait of contemporary Japanese society, that reflects Japan´s complex
essence in detail.
- Barcelona Asian Film Festival

SYNOPSIS
LOGLINE
A cinema-verite documentary which closely follows a heated election campaign in
Japan, revealing the true nature of "democracy."
50 WORDS
Can a candidate with no political experience and no charisma win an election if he is
backed by the political giant Prime Minister Koizumi and his Liberal Democratic Party?
This cinema-verite documentary closely follows a heated election campaign in
Kawasaki, Japan, revealing the true nature of "democracy."
250 WORDS
In the fall of 2005, 40-year-old, self-employed Kazuhiko "Yama-san" Yamauchi's
peaceful, humdrum life was turned upside-down. Japanese Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi's Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) had suddenly chosen him as its official
candidate to run for a vacant seat on the Kawasaki city council. Yama-san had zero
experience in politics, no charisma, no supporters, no constituency, and no time to
prepare for the impending election.
The election was critical for the LDP. Yama-san's loss would automatically oust the
LDP from its position as the dominant political party on the council. Thus, the LDP
forms a strong campaign team consisting of every LDP politician from the Kawasaki
region to fight the intense battle against the party's opponents̶all veterans of the
Democratic Party, the Communist Party, and the Kanagawa Network. The campaign
team invites many of the LDP's political big shots—Nobuteru Ishihara, Yoriko
Kawaguchi, and even Prime Minister Koizumi himself̶to back its inexperienced
candidate̶a rare sight for an election in a politically insignificant suburban town.
Adhering to the campaign tactic of "bowing to everybody, even to telephone poles,"
Yama-san visits local festivals, kindergarten sports events, senior gatherings, commuter
train stations, and even bus stops to offer his hand to every one he sees.
Can Yama-san win this heated race? Through its candid, cinema-verite style
camerawork, this rare, detailed documentary of a Japanese election reveals the true
nature of "democracy."

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
by Kazuhiro Soda
I don't think of CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) as a political piece, though politics is its
subject matter. Rather, it is what I call "an observational film" in which the viewer is
expected to perceive and interpret the complex, difficult-to-articulate reality of an
election campaign run by the Liberal Democratic Party, the party that has held power in
Japan for the last 50 years.
Most documentary filmmakers conduct extensive research on their subjects and to write
detailed scripts and treatments before they begin shooting. The scripts are often written
to persuade members of the production team̶executive producers, staff members,
and investors̶that the movie is interesting and
financially.

worth producing, both artistically and

In making CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) I broke with this tradition. I made a conscious
decision not to write a word before shooting. I was determined to record whatever took
place in front of me and to avoid research and pre-shoot meetings with the subjects.
This wasn't because I was lazy. It was because I wanted to be true to my philosophy of
documentary filmmaking, that a filmmaker should minimize preconceived ideas and
should simply learn from the crude reality captured on camera. This strategy was a
luxury made possible by the fact that this was a self-financed one-man operation; I both
operated the camera and recorded sound simultaneously. As a result, the shoot was one
of the most thrilling ones I've ever had, full of eye-opening experiences.
In the editing room as well I chose the most naturalistic path. I constructed the
cinematic reality using only moving pictures and sounds recorded during the shoot. I
did not use any narration, super-imposed information, computer graphics, special effects,
or music. This is because I wanted the viewers to observe and experience the election
campaign as directly as I did while I was shooting it.
CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) asks viewers to observe and think about what they see on
screen. In this sense, reality is not painted in black and white. Instead it is gray and
complicated, the way we experience it every day. I hope that viewers will leave the
theatre with unanswered questions, ones they will continue to think about for days,
weeks, even years to come.

PRODUCTION NOTE
CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) was shot in 2005 from October 7th to the 23rd. There were
only 12 actual shooting days, which, together, produced about 60 hours of raw footage.
Kazuhiro Soda was the sole staff member involved in shooting. He photographed,
recorded sound, and carried equipment all at the same time and without an assistant.
Because he didn't have his own car, he road with his subjects, used public transportation,
or walked. Soda edited CAMPAIGN (SENKYO) on his non-linear editing system at
home in New York City. The process took about 10 months to complete.
Kazuhiko Yamauchi and Soda are classmates from Tokyo University. In October 2005,
Soda was packing his suitcase to go to Japan to shoot MENTAL ILLNESS (in
production), when he learned from a friend that Yamauchi was running for public office.
Soda quickly got shooting permission from Yamauchi and the Liberal Democratic Party,
and adjusted his schedule so that he could shoot CAMPAIGN (SENKYO). Because he
had no time to raise money, Soda assumed all the costs of shooting.
Before making this movie, Soda had never been involved with an electoral campaign.
However, he had always been interested in making a movie about an election. A few
years ago, he submitted a proposal to a television network to produce a documentary
about an electoral campaign in the U.S. The network’s executive producer turned down
his proposal because of its political content.

DIRECTOR’S BIO/FILMOGRAPHY
KAZUHIRO SODA was born and raised in Japan and has lived in New York since 1993.
He has directed numerous fiction films and TV documentaries, but CAMPAIGN
(SENKYO) is his first feature documentary. While he was still a student, his short
fiction film "The Flicker" (1997) competed for a Silver Lion Award at the Venice
International Film Festival in Italy. "Freezing Sunlight" (1996) was nominated for a
New Filmmaker's Award at the Sao Paulo International Film Festival in Brazil. "A
Flower and a Woman" (1995) won a Special Commendation in the Canadian Annual
International Film Festival. Among the many TV documentaries Soda has directed,
"Landscape Without Mother" (NHK) won a Telly Award in 2001. He holds BFA in
Filmmaking from the School of Visual Arts and BA in Religious Studies from Tokyo
University. Soda is a big fan of The Dalai Lama and conducted an interview with him in
1994.
Narrative Films directed by Kazuhiro Soda
The Flicker, 17 minutes, 1997
Competed for Silver Lion Award of Venice International Film Festival, Italy
Official Selection: Max Orphuls Preis International Film Festival, Germany
Freezing Sunlight, 85 minutes, 1996
Competed for New Directors Award, Sao Paulo Film Festival, Brazil
A Night in New York, 10 minutes, 1995
Official Selection: Flanders International Film Festival (Belgium), Umeo International
Film Festival (Sweden), Hawaii International Film Festival (USA), Cinequest Film
Festival (USA), Bruno 16 Film Festival (Czech Republic), British Short Film Festival
(Great Britain)
A Flower and a Woman, 5 minutes, 1995
Special Commendation at Canadian Film Festival
Documentaries directed by Kazuhiro Soda (selected)
New Yorkers, TV documentary series aired on NHK, Japan's largest network, 20
minutes, completed 36 episodes.
Internet Adoption, 59 minutes, NHK, 2001
Festival of the Sun, shot on location in Peru on HD, 120 minutes, NHK, 2002
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 110 minutes, HD, NHK, 2004
Solomon Guggenheim Museum, 25 minutes, HD, NHK, 2004

WHO'S WHO?
KAZUHIKO YAMAUCHI was born in Tokyo in 1965. His nickname is Yama-san. He
briefly attended Meteorological College and Shinshu University before graduating from
Tokyo University with a degree in linguistics. He was making his living selling stamps
and coins when he was chosen by the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) to be their
official candidate for the Kawasaki City Council seat.
"My plan was to become famous first and then run for office. "
SAYURI YAMAUCHI was born in Nagano, Japan. She works for an American
corporation in Marunouchi, Tokyo. She met Yama-san on the internet and married him
in 2002. Their honeymoon took place on a "Peace Boat" to North Korea.
"Why do we need to wear those white gloves while canvassing? To avoid sun burn?"
JUNICHIRO KOIZUMI was born in Kanagawa, Japan in 1942. He holds a B.A. in
economics from Keio University. He was the 87th, 88th, and 89th Prime Minister of
Japan and the 20th president of the LDP. He was elected to the House of
Representatives twelve times. His father, Junya Koizumi, and his grandfather, Matajiro
Koizumi, were both members of the House of Representatives.
FUMIO MOCHIDA was born in Kawasaki, Japan in 1951. After graduating from
Tokyo University of Agriculture, with a degree in Landscape Architecture Science, he
started a company that grows garden plants. He was elected as a Kanagawa Prefectural
Assemblyman for the first time in 1995 and was serving his 3rd term at the time of
shooting.
"Yamauchi, don't run away from your own wife, you know. "
DAISHIRO YAMAGIWA was born in 1968. After graduating from Yamaguchi
University, where he studied veterinary medicine, he obtained a veterinary doctor's
degree from Tokyo University. He started an animal clinic, but was elected to the House
of Representatives in 2003. He was serving his second term at the time of shooting.
"If this was the samurai age, Yamauchi would have to commit HARA-KIRI."
HIROTAKA YAZAWA was born in 1944. He was Chair of the Kawasaki City Council
at the time of shooting.

FUMINAO ASANO was born in 1971. He graduated from Kokugakuin University
with a degree in law. He was elected as a Kawasaki City Council Member for the first
time in 1999. He was serving his second term at the time of shooting.
"For some reason, one's ability to procreate improves under extreme conditions
So, I'd really like Yamauchi to give it a try while the campaign's on."
YASUHIRO ISHIDA was born in 1970. He graduated from Komazawa University
with a degree in geography. He was elected to the Kawasaki City Council for the first
time in 1999. He was serving his second term at the time of shooting.
YORIKO KAWAGUCHI was born in 1941. After graduating from Tokyo University
with a degree in international relations), she received an M.Phil in economics from Yale
University. She became Minister of the Environment in 2000 and Minister for Foreign
Affairs in 2002. In 2004 she became Special Advisor to Prime Minister Koizumi,
responsible for foreign affairs. She was running for a vacant seat in the House of
Councilors at the time of shooting.
SEIKO HASHIMOTO was born in Hokkaido, Japan in 1964. As a speed skater and
cyclist, she competed in the Olympics seven times, winning a bronze medal in 1992.
She was elected to the House of Councilors for the first time in 1995 and was serving
her second term at the time of shooting.
KENJI OGIWARA was born in Gunma, Japan in 1969. He graduated from Waseda
University. A Nordic skier, he won Olympic gold medals in 1992 and 1994. He was
elected to the House of Councilors for the first time in 2004.

CREDIT LIST
Kazuhiko Yamauchi, Candidate for Kawasaki City Council (LDP)
Sayuri Yamauchi, Wife of Kazuhiko Yamauchi
Junichiro Koizumi, Prime Minister of Japan / Presidebt of the LDP
Yoriko Kawaguchi, Former Foreign Minister (LDP) / Candidate for the House of Councilors
Nobuteru Ishihara, Former Minister of Land, Infrastructure and Transport (LDP)
Kazunori Tanaka, Member of the House of Representatives (LDP)
Daishiro Yamagiwa, Member of the House of Representatives (LDP)
Kenji Ogiwara, Member of the House of Councilors (LDP) / Gold Medalist in Olympics (Nordic
Skiing)

Seiko Hashimoto, Member of the House of Councilors (LDP) / Bronze Medalist in Olympics (speed
skating)

Hirotaka Yazawa, Kawasaki City Council Chairman (LDP)
Fumio Mochida, Kanagawa Prefectural Assemblyman (LDP)
Fuminao Asano, Kawasaki City Councilman (LDP)
Yasuhiro Ishida, Kawasaki City Councilman (LDP)
Toshio Yamada, President of Yamauchi Supporters’ Association
Kikuo Takao, Secretary of Akio Koizumi Councilors
Shojiro Matsukawa, Former Secretary of Kazunori Tanaka Representatives
Haruko Nagai, Office Manager of Yamauchi Headquarters
Citizens of Kawasaki
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Warblers
Alumni of Tokyo University
Directed, Shot, and Edited by Kazuhiro Soda
English subtitles by Kameron Steele
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REVIEW #1
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ)
Nationwide daily newspaper in Germany (Circulation: 400. 000)
February 15, 2007
By Andreas Platthaus
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

A double-cross of democracy
Two films by F. Wiseman and Kazuhiro Soda
[In the first part of the article, Wiseman tells that his investor did not give final
permission for release]
[…] Soda doesn’t have these kinds of problems. A Japanese filmmaker living in New
York, Soda made his documentary without any foreign funding. In October 2005, as
soon as he found out that a former classmate Yamauchi was running for office as a city
council of Kawasaki, Kazuhiro Soda took his camera and flew to Japan. He then
followed Yamauchi for 12 days during his election campaign and shot 60 hours of
footage, and edited it into a two-hour documentary, a process that took 10 months to
complete. The film had its world premier one day before the screening of Wiseman’s
“State Legislature”.
Both films attempt to clarify the principles behind Democracy. Soda portrays a
candidate’s long journey to power and how the challenges he faces along the way
influence him, who until not long ago, was no more than an ordinary citizen. Wiseman
on the other hand, documents the work performed by officials once they are elected into
office. In both films, the protagonists are far from being seasoned politicians. Yamauchi
is a stamp and coin dealer who became a candidate after receiving a request by the
governing party in Japan, the LDP. An outsider, he was pulled in to give credibility to
the party’s reform politics. During the entire sitting period in 2004, Wiseman followed a
representative of Idaho who received only nominal compensation for his work in the
legislature but was extremely proud of it.
It’s not surprising that Wiseman shot and edited a brilliant film which takes up time for
showing several conferences. What is surprising is that a novice filmmaker such as
the 37 year old Soda, an admirer of Wiseman, with directorial experience in television,
created a documentary of such calibre. This film was one of the sensations of Berlinale.
During an interview with a newspaper, Soda commented upon his objective. “Observing
the struggle of a newcomer in politics from a subjective point of view, and creating a
balanced portrait of the individual as well as the political machine that he’s part of.” In
this he succeeded, and much more. “Campaign” is also a great introduction to

Japanese mentality. It is fabulously funny and disturbing at the same time, it is
especially poignant to watch the naïve and eternally optimistic Yamauchi getting
scolded and constantly humiliated by the local “sensei” of LDP. And against this,
Wiseman’s film…
Soda’s work is more exciting precisely because of its simplicity. But he also has big
plans to produce a series of documentaries, with “Campaign” being the first in the
series. If he wants it, he will have no problem finding investors for his future projects.
By Andreas Platthaus

REVIEW #2
Le Monde
Nationwide daily newspaper in France (Circulation: 400. 000)
Feb 16, 2007
by Thomas Sotinel
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

Two documentaries screened at the Berlin Film Festival
investigate the mechanism of Politics.
Two feature length documentaries screened at the Berlin Film Festival investigate the
mechanism of Politics. One was “State Legislature” by veteran American Filmmaker,
Frederick Wiseman. For the duration of three and a half hours, the film follows the
parliament of Idaho, a state located in North Western region of United States. The other
film “Campaign” by a Japanese filmmaker Kazuhiro Soda chronicles the struggle of a
young candidate of Liberal Democratic party fighting for a seat in the city of Kawasaki,
a bedroom suburb of Tokyo.
For over 40 years, Wiseman has been a keen and critical observer of various aspects of
American society. For this project, he filmed the legislative process of Idaho, a
republican state in which democrats holds only a quarter of the seats. But his film is
anything but a criticism towards the rise of the neo-conservatism in America. The
filmmaker wanted to shoot in the Far West, in a place where elected officials served
their term only “part-time”. In fact in Idaho, when the three-months annual mandatory
term is over, senators and congressmen return to their ranch, their cabinet or go back to
running their respective businesses.
In those 12 weeks, Wiseman ran up and down the stairs of the Capitol of Idaho̲built
just like the one in Washington, reduced in scale in order to cover the debates. The film
was then edited into sequences of varying lengths, each covering a certain topic. They
are poignant topics that divide the United States today. They range from deregulation of
public services, homosexual marriages, school violence, separation of the Church and
the State to the smoking ban in public locations. “I never thought I’d be able to bring
together all these themes within a single film”, explains the director. “The fact that the
session is so short forced the policy makers to discuss everything, to bring up all the
issues within a limited time frame.”
What is striking is the quality and the politeness with which the debates are carried out.
Though itʼs a little off-putting as Wiseman himself admits (“It”s a film that depends on
the dialogue, we cannot show anything through body movements”), this ode to the
democratic representative and to the legislature should no doubt find a French
distributor. The investor, Channel Arte disapproves of the unusually long format that

Wiseman chose for this film. The conflict is yet to be resolved.
12 days of Campaign
Kazuhiro Soda admires Wiseman greatly. His film opens with an image of a man with a
megaphone in his hand, accompanied by several people who are handing out flyers.
They stand near the entrance to a large station and greet the commuters who are
hurrying to their way home. No one pays any attention but he continues to repeat his
name. This chant is punctuated by the name of former Prime Minister Junichiro
Koizumi. We find ourselves on the first day of a 12-day campaign of Kazuhiko
Yamauchi, 40, who had been singled by the LDP (conservative party) to be suddenly to
be given some power in politics.
The film is just the tip of the iceberg. “I shot 48 hours of footage, and I tried to find the
right balance between Yamauchi’s public appearances and the behind-the-scene
discussions” explains Kazuhiro Soda, who currently resides in New York. He flew to
Japan once he found out that a former college classmate who was known as a liberal
was running for office for the Liberal Democratic Party.
Shot in HD, “Campaign” has many comical moments. It is a film that thrives on the
strength of a fascinating protagonist who seems to be constantly at flux, floating and
sinkingin the feudal system of LDP. He is subjected to every possible form of
humiliation. “In that way, the political culture of Japan is similar to that of a corporate
culture. The young ones all have to go through the hazing rituals.”

REVIEW #3
Tagesspiegel
Berlin Daily News Paper (Circulation: 141.000)
Feb 16, 2007
By Silvia Hallensleben
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

A hoarse candidate: “Campaign” by Kazuhiro Soda
Rush-hour in Kawasaki, Japan. A man is talking through a megaphone trying to attract
the attention of passer-bys hurrying to the station. He has the slight build of a typical
office worker. Immediately, you notice that he is wearing a large sash over his dark suit.
Nobody stops. After a while he gets into a van and leaves, heading to a mall for another
round of performance or to simply stand on the roadside, permanently waving his
hands.
Yamauchi Kazihiko is a candidate of the Japanese Liberal Democratic Party (LDP),
campaigning for a seat on the Kawasaki city council. He only knows a few flowery
phrases about his party’s platform and the word ‘reform’ appears in his speech in
abundance. But specific arguments are not that important to him. The mighty leaders of
his party, the “sensei”, drummed into his mind that he must repeat his own name three
times every minute to so that the sound of his name is permanently ingrained into the
elector’s brain. So it’s no surprise at the end Kazuhiko is not only completely exhausted,
but hoarse. However for the unemployed university graduate, the expense of a selffinanced campaign is a necessary investment for a successful career in the future.
Political ignorance will never hinder his climb to power. Far from it, his naivety and the
flexibility of his views make the politically un-ambitious Yamauchi an attractive
candidate in the eyes of the leaders of the party who are only interested in their own
career advancement.
Politics—a Mafia-like marionette game about positions and property. The film by
Kazuhiro Soda, a Japanese filmmaker living in New York is not an in-depth analysis of
Japanese politics but an informative inside view in the daily fight and struggle of a
candidate. “Campaign” is “Direct Cinema” at its best. Soda has known his protagonist
since their time together at university. He produced his documentary as a one-man
production, without any script or any official funding. Though the main character is
tragic, this film may also be the funniest in the forum program. The collateral damage
for prestige for the state of parliamentary and politics seems to be considerable
everywhere in the world. Therefore, the fact that “Campaign” is set in an exotic culture
is not the subject of its criticism.
By Silvia Hallensleben
http://www.tagesspiegel.de/kultur/archiv/16.02.2007/3085584.asp

REVIEW #4
Variety (online)
March 1, 2007
By Derek Ell ey
First feature docu by Gotham-based filmmaker Kazuhiro Soda ("Freezing Sunlight") is
a wry, fly-on-the-wall look at local politics, Japanese style -- and in particular, the
mighty machine of the country's ruling Liberal Democratic Party. One-man crew Soda
follows a former Tokyo U. classmate who stands as an LDP "parachute" candidate in a
crucial Kawasaki city council election in Oct. '05. Though it's a half-hour too long, the
result is an insightful, ironic portrait of campaigning at street level that's fest- and cableready.
Kazuhiko Yamauchi's greatest asset is an ability to keep smiling in the face of public
indifference and criticism from his support staff and (in a very polite way) party higherups. Sans any kind of political experience, he repeats the same meaningless phrases,
puts up with wife Sayuri's private moans about being treated as an ornament and
watches his own savings diminish as the campaign wears on. When LDP head Junichiro
Koizumi visits to boost the campaign, Yamauchi hardly gets to say hello. HD tech
credits are fine; a 60-minute version will be aired by Euro pubcasters in October and a
90-minute one by PBS next year.
Camera (color, HD), Soda. Reviewed at Berlin Film Festival (Forum), Feb. 12, 2007.
Japanese dialogue. Running time: 119 MIN.
http://www.variety.com/review/VE1117932969.html?categoryid=2478&cs=1&nid=2562

REVIEW #5
Jason Buchanan, All Movie Guide
The New York Times
Documentary filmmaker Kazuhiro Soda offers a revealing examination of modern
democracy with this cinema-verite-style look at how political connections have a
curious way of trumping actual experience. Yamauchi Kazuhiko was a stamp and coin
dealer with little charisma and even less political experience. Backed by the political
powerhouse of Prime Minister Koizumi and his Liberal Democratic Party, however, the
man who would have little hope of taking office on his own merit suddenly becomes the
dark horse candidate to watch. As election-day draws near, the events that unfold offer
fascinating insight into the inner-workings of the Japanese political machine.
http://movies2.nytimes.com/gst/movies/movie.html?v_id=390941

REVIEW #6
Austin Chronicle
March 16, 2007
BY WELLS DUNBAR
With the Dem primary seemingly starting already, the last thing we need is another
reminder about the relentless stage management of politics. But Campaign is a window
into an arcane world few of us will ever see: the electoral machine in Japan. Kazuhiko
Yamauchi, a political novice, is running for an open seat on the Kawasaki City Council.
Having the backing of then-Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi's Liberal Democratic
Party gives him advantages he's refreshingly frank about, but it also means his every
move is vetted by the party brass, down to whether he refers to his spouse as "wife" or
"housewife." (It's the latter.) Campaign is fascinating stuff, with Yamauchi trying to be
all things to all people – but it's also hilarious. With his omnipresent sash and PA system,
Yamauchi's campaign work is almost Borat-esque, as he frantically runs around, making
pledges to the disinterested, including children.
http://www.austinchronicle.com/gyrobase/Issue/story?oid=oid%3A456682

REVIEW #7
Austin Chronicle SXSW BLOG
Campaigns for and Against
By Spencer Parsons
March 11, 2007
About as far from Mulberry Street as I can imagine without having seen its vermin
horror myself, Campaign is a patient and funny portrait of one man’s efforts to win a
vacant seat on the Kawasaki City Council. The videography achieves a rare level of
formal perfection in its observation of an endearingly imperfect candidate grappling
with a political culture that appears to be all form. It’s an approach that won’t be to
everyone’s taste, and there’s no question that it’s ultimately a little too patient and could
do with some judicious trims, but I can’t complain much when there are so many
images and scenes I’ll never forget: subway passengers literally being stuffed into an
overcrowded train, an unruly assembly of kindergarteners poking at each other while
our candidate blathers about tuition rates, or campaign workers narrating the activities
of a never-seen psychotic across the street as distraction from preparing flyers for a
mass mailing.
http://www.austinchronicle.com/gyrobase/SXSW/?oid=oid:455313

REVIEW #8
March 11, 2007
Twitchfilm.net, By Wellls Dunbar
The crazy season that is SXSW started churning weeks ago seemingly, despite the
festival only hitting its second day Saturday. The frantic glad-handing and selfpromotions amongst those hoping for their big break resembles nothing as much as an
election - so what better way to kick of day two of the festival than with Campaign, a
Japanese documentary chronicling a political novice's rise through the stifling party
machine?
Kazuhiko Yamauchi is running for a seat in the Kawasaki city council as a member of
Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi's Liberal Democratic Party. A rare coin and stamp
collector, Yamauchi has never sought political office before in his life. The unobtrusive
camera captures moments of honesty seldom-seen in politics: Yamauchi's admission
he's a "parachute candidate," recently moved to Kawasaki from Tokyo to run for an
open city council seat; his candor about the role played by the LDP machinery, without
which he'd have no chance; and the LDP's relentless stage management of his campaign,
micromanaging his every move down to his bow. Director Kazuhiro Soda, an
experienced doc lensman, follows Yamauchi's election to the nail-biting conclusion. But
Campaign is also wincingly hilarious, with the harried candidate running around like a
man on fire, addressing disinterested commuters and even people sleeping in their

homes with his omnipresent P.A. system. It's easy to see Campaign hitting the AsianAmerican film circuit following its North American debut at SXSW.
http://www.twitchfilm.net/archives/009328.html

REVIEW #9
Stern Magazine (online)
February 18, 2007
By Florian Güßgen
ENGLISH TRANSLATION

With banner, sash and megaphone
It happens like this in Bavaria. Also in Nordrhein-Westfalen. There, the CDU and
SPD can nominate every clown in town – and he gets elected. A film about the
stamp dealer’s bizarre turn in his career shows that in Japan, it’s also dependent
on the Political parties, and less on individuals.
It was an important election for the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP). In fact, it was a
critical one. The party held a one-seat majority in the Kawasaki city council. It had to be
defended, at any cost. The problem was finding the right candidate. Someone was
needed who would win the 2005 election, but who wasn’t allowed to make any
demands of his own. Someone destined to fall into obscurity two years later and in no
way conflict with the local powerful “sensei”. He should be an outsider who would be
cooked up as a star and afterwards would be dropped. That’s what the LDP found in
Kazuhiko "Yama-san" Yamauchi from Tokyo. Yamauchi was 40 years old, received a
final degree from the prestigious University of Tokyo and sold stamps and coins on the
Internet. He had zero experience in politics, and did not even sympathize with the LDP.
He liked the Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi, but that was it.
A few months later, Yamauchi was elected to the city council. He won the election with
only 1000 votes, but anyway, he won.
From zero to hundred
From zero to one hundred? From being a nobody to suddenly becoming a distinguished
member of the city council? How is this possible? Kazuhiro Soda, 36, a Japanese
filmmaker living in New York offers some insight. He directed a no-frills documentary
about this election campaign, without music or narration. He was simply present with
his camera. The result is "Campaign", which premiered last week during the section
forum at the berlinale. Subtitled "An Inside look at J-Democracy", Soda gets his point

across—that politics are not dependent on a few powerful individuals, as it is sometimes
perceived in the United States. In fact, it’s the party’s system, values and mechanism
that affect the outcome. One does not become powerful because he succeeded in
convincing the citizens, but because he won the party over and complied with it. In
Japan, that’s the way it has been for the last 50 years, in fact, that’s how long the party
has been in power almost without interruption. This is not necessarily reprehensible.
This political determinism is a typical occurrence in many democracies, including
Germany. Every clown in town can be nominated for the CDU in some constituencies
of Bavari, or for the SPD in some districts of Nordrhein-Westfahlen. And they always
win. Only the party is important. Yamauchi is the clown in Soda’s documentary.
Success with banner, sash and megaphone
Yamauchi is a terrific entertainer because he takes his case seriously. However, this
somewhat awkward man, with his friendly and exaggerated body language and the
impish smile in his eyes somehow becomes the embodiment of the comical and absurd
sides of an election campaign. For instance, he stands in front of a subway station with a
sash and megaphone and approaches the passers-by with set phrases about reforms and
changes. He promises kindergarden positions to citizens that apparently do not care. He
promises a kiosk owner to amend the sewer system. His party seniors teach him the best
way to nod. They set up an election campaign headquarter in complete seriousness.
Despite all his earnestness, it is clear that Yamauchi is unable to connect with the others.
Nevertheless the LDP, the engine of the political machinery, makes him a winner by
nearly 1000 votes from 40.000 citizens. But anyway.
The Bohemian of the Tokyo University
"Campaign" tells a good story. It’s 120 minutes of pure entertainment while offering an
inside look at the Japanese democracy and its mechanism. It is a fundamentally different
film than D.A. Pennebaker’s fascinating "War Room", which documented Bill Clinton’s
election campaign for presidency. "War Room" dealt with the advancement of an
individual and his charisma inspiring the electorate. It dealt with the power of the player.
In contrast, “Campaign” shows the power of the system with more modest instruments
than Pennebaker. Because Soda’s film offers educational value, it will be showed by
number of public European TV networks such as ZDF, BBC or TV2 in October this
year. In 2008 in the year of the presidential election, "Campaign" also will be broadcast
on PBS, in the United States.
“Campaign” is not only a funny film, but the behind-the-scene stories are also
interesting. The director and the candidate Yamauchi are actually friends. It’s especially
entertaining to watch them promote their own film. For example, Yamauchi stood
with a banner, sash and megaphone in front of the Berlinale palace at the Marlene
Dietrich Place, repeating Japanese election phrases to the filmgoers, always with his
impish smile. Or they promoted their story in a coffee bar in the Sony centre at the
Potsdamer Platz. Then Soda told us that Yamauchi was actually quite a bohemian at
Tokyo University and was a leftist in the past. He lived in a dormitory where people met
for drinking and partying. Thus, Soda was surprised when he heard from a mutual

friend who had seen an election poster with Yamauchi’s portrait in Kawasaki, running
as a candidate of the conservative LDP. Soda felt he had to film it. Barely five days
after getting the message, he had begun to film. Alone, without any financial backing.
Daily allowance of Member of Parliament
It becomes a bit more serious when it’s about the future of the present candidate. No, he
didn’t accomplish much during his term in the office, Yamauchi acknowledges.
Yamauchi says it was due to the bureaucracy and that’s why he will not run for office
again. This summer he will be a father, and then he will begin looking for a job. Perhaps
he would write a book, he says, about democracy in Japan, about his experiences, and
about the blatant disconnection that exists between the financial risks that a candidate is
expected to take, and the rate of daily allowance. “The daily allowance might be higher”
he laughs.
http://www.stern.de/unterhaltung/film/:Wahlkampf-Berlinale-Mit-Banner,-Sch%E4rpeMegafon/582830.html

